
PSYCHO PARLOUR SCENE ANALYSIS

The Parlour scene begins by an invitation from Norman to Marion to use the parlour as a place to eat instead of her
room or the office. As the.

High key lighting is also used on Marion which further creates a softness around her and suggests she is
redeemable. This is when the shot quickly switches to the next. We even see this through the prop placement;
notice the bird behind Norman's head, it's facing towards Marion, however, it seems docile. The detail has less
to do with the quantity of milk Marion, in fact, drinks none of it as it does with the pitcher itself. This suggests
to the audience that the male in the scene has a dark attitude that may be revealed later on in the movie. On the
walls hang small framed pictures, but these pictures have straight frames, and while Marion is bathed in light,
Norman wears dark clothing and, because of the lighting, casts long shadows that strike the walls and ceiling
sharply like black blades slicing through the air. Hitchcock however dresses Marion in a light grey dress that
wraps around her tightly suggest security, at this point. As the two characters step inside the room Norman
proceeds to switch the lamp on and she follows but stops at the door. This scene appears when Marion hits a
nerve â€” insults Mother. While Marion consumes none of the milk it is the shape of the jug that is used as a
visual image. These two camera angles are juxtaposed suggesting that Norman's world is skewed and
unbalanced. His distance from the light shows the audience that Norman clearly has something to hide as he is
now casting a large, malevolent-looking shadow of himself up the walls and ceiling due to the sharp lighting.
In this scene of Psycho it shows the both sides of Marion and Norman. The room is small, barely big enough
for the two chairs, the lamp table, coffee table, and chest that occupy it. Behind and above her, the curved lines
are repeated in a picture frame, and to screen right is the Tiffany lamp with its rounded shade glowing warm
and alive. The quick shot is also good at creating more tension in a scene. This is realistic as the human eye
can only see what it looks at and what it switches to. The scene becomes like Hitchcock himself who hides in
plain sight within his own films. Their presence in the movie is consistent and each shift is justifiable, yet
nowhere in the film do these three elements come together with greater effect and with greater contrast than in
Norman's parlor. Hitchcock, however, moves out of the comfort zone to shoot Norman from an unnaturally
low perspective. While the curves of the milk pitcher help to frame the foreground of Marion, Norman's arms
rest on his legs while he nervously interlaces his fingers. Marion, also wears a light coloured dress, has curled
her hairstyle and her posture, which further adds to the sense that she is, or eventually will be, the victim.
There is a reflection on the glass that somewhat appears Norman is inside the parlor and foreshadows the
future events. The main camera shot used is the classis fast cut. When Marion enters the parlor, we get
Marion's close-up, POV shots of both the large owl in attack position staring down the seat she is going to sit
on, and the crow perched above it. How does Hitchcock use cinematography to create tension in the Parlour
scene in Psycho? The angle is also from a point-of-view letting the audience see the different perspectives and
get a feel for each character. This is significant as it links to how birds and killers share the similarity of
stalking their prey before they kill it. Both of these birds are birds of prey and the way they are placed one
behind, one in-front , represents Marion's entrapment, how all escapes are closed. However, the camera
frequently moves to the left side of Norman, obscuring his other side. We also see this change in Norman's
state, through a close-up of him as he leans towards Marion.


